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Anomalous magnetic field of Earth (AMFE) it is well enough studied, there are maps, made from data of surface, marine 
and air surveys. There are air magnetometer, intended for measuring of the magnetic field aboard aircrafts (Ferro probe, proton, and 
quantum) and possessing good static and dynamic properties [1].  

At the same time AMFE in north regions higher 60° north latitude has specific features. 
The first feature consists in that – on this territory located both north part of the Eurasian continent and adjoining to it 

exterminating the Arctic Ocean. Each of these regions possesses the characteristic structure of AMFE. The second feature is – in 
high breadths most intensive and most credible to variation (indignations) of AMFE. 

The purpose of this article is to research and analyse the statistical descriptions of AMFE in high geographical latitudes. 
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Introduction  
 

To the terms of autonomous exact enough determination of coordinates regardless of time and 
distance of flight most fully satisfy the correlation extreme system (CES), principle of action of which 
consists in comparing of measurable intensity of the in-use physical field of Earth to a priori information 
about this field, kept in a memory. 

However in high latitudes – some fields’ hardness to use (for example, field of optical contrast), 
and some – it is simply impossible (for example, relief field). 

Analysing all variety of the spatial and superficial fields of Earth from the point of application in 
balloon CES, it is foremost necessary to be stopped for the anomalous magnetic field of Earth (AMFE). 

This choice is grounded by that AMFE it is well enough studied, the maps are made; the methods 
of count of elements of AMFE are developed.  

Possibility of the use of AMFE in CES at flights in the middle breadths is proved and a doubt does 
not cause [1]. 

At the same time AMFE in north regions higher 60° north latitude has specific features. 
The first feature consists in that – on this territory located both north part of the Eurasian continent 

and adjoining to it exterminating the Arctic Ocean. Each of these regions possesses the characteristic 
structure of AMFE.  

The second feature is – in high breadths most intensive and most credible to variation 
(indignations) of AMFE. 

The purpose of this article is to research and analyse of statistical descriptions of MFE in high 
geographical latitudes. 
 
1. Statistical Descriptions of Anomalous Magnetic Field of the Earth 
 

The magnetic field of Earth T it is accepted to examine as a sum [2; 3], 
 

Т = Тн + Та + Тв, 
 

where   Тн – normal (or main) field of Earth, consisting of the field of the homogeneously magnetized ball 
(central doublet) and field of world anomalies; 

Та – field of regional and local anomalies; 
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Тв – variable part of the geomagnetic field (variations are in time), conditioned by processes, 
flowing out of Earth. 

One of basic descriptions of anomalies is their spatial extent. World anomalies have an extent 
thousands of kilometres, regional – from ten to hundred kilometres, local – are less than ten kilometres. 
AMFE it is possible to examine as a piece stationary random function, for which an exhaustive 
description is a cross-correlation function of spatial co-ordinates  ).,( yxR ff ΔΔ  In future for simplicity 

will be used a section of the two dimensional function, that ).( xRf Δ   

The real cross-correlation functions of AMFE (that got at processing of experimental data) can be 
approximated by different analytical expressions. Expression of a kind is used in geophysics [3]: 

xexR x
ff Δ⋅=Δ Δ− βσ α cos)(
0

, (1) 

where 
0f

σ  – mean square value of the field on the Earth surface. 

By this expression sufficiently correct real cross-correlation functions of AMFE are approximated 
on the territory of Russia.  

The authors of work [1] offer approximation of row segments: 
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where coefficients ki take on values  +1 or –1.  
Comfort of this expression for different mathematical transformations is obvious, therefore in 

future will be used exactly this.    
The field intensity is characterized by its mean square value )0(ff R=σ , and its spectral 

properties – by the radius of correlation ρ  : 
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In works on magnetic researches along with the concept of radius of correlation the following 
concepts are used as well: 

• radius of a zero correlation 0ρ  ( xΔ value at which a function  )( xRf Δ  crosses abscise axis first); 

• radius of correlation 3,0ρ  ( xΔ value, at which )()0(3,0)( 3,0ρfff RRxR ==Δ ); 

• radius of correlation 5,0ρ  ( xΔ value, at which )()0(5,0)( 5,0ρfff RRxR ==Δ ). 

For the cross-correlation function of kind (2) in accordance with determination (3) the radius of 
correlation is equal  
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We will consider the gradients of the field intension also, that its spatial increases. The use of 
gradients allows substantially reducing influence of LF hindrances. Statistical descriptions of the random 
field of gradients can be got from the known between by a cross-correlation function fR , to the 

derivative )(' xf  random function and by the cross-correlation function fR  of initial function )(xf : 
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For the cross-correlation function of kind (2) at M = 1 gets the cross-correlation function of 
gradients of AMFE [3]: 

)21(2)()( 2222 22

' xexRxR x
fff Δ−=Δ=Δ Δ−

Δ αασ α . (6) 

Thus, the middle square of the field gradients is equal 

2222 2
1

ασσσ fff ==Δ
. (7) 

We will find relationship between fΔσ and fσ   at the arbitrary type of cross-correlation function 

)( xRf Δ . The gradient )(xfΔ   of AMFE, calculated on a spatial base lΔ , is equal:  

l
xflxfxf

Δ
−Δ+

=Δ
)()()( . (8) 

Erecting this expression in a square, we will get 
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=Δ , (9) 

and, taking the expected value from both parts, for the middle square of the field gradients we will get the 
next expression: 

)]([21 2
2

2 lR
l fff Δ−

Δ
=Δ σσ . (10) 

In papers on magnetic researches the vast experimental material is collected about AMFE, 
however in accordance with the generally accepted method of statistical treatment of information values  

2
fσ  and )( lR f Δ  over are brought and  at 3,0ρ=Δl , when )()0(3,0)( 3,0ρfff RRlR ==Δ  [3].  

Nevertheless, these statistical information can be used and for a fΔσ  calculation, if to take into account 

that   

23,0)0(3,0 ffR σ= , (11) 

and for the examined case 3,0ρ=Δl . 
Recognition (10) and (11) will get the following expression, allowing to calculate the of gradients 

of AMFE fΔσ  on the known to the mean square value fσ  actually AMFE and radius of correlation 

3,0ρ : 
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The got correlation will apply in future at treatments of both statistical information from work [5] 
and information of Institute of Earth Magnetism and Distribution of Radio Waves of Academy of 
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Sciences (IZMIR AN) [5; 6; 7], in which the results of treatment of experimental materials are presented 
in a kind fσ  and 3,0ρ .  

 
2. Changes of Statistical Descriptions of the Anomalous Magnetic Field  

of Earth Depending on Altitude 
 

Measuring of AMFE for drafting of maps is carried out by a survey on land level, on water surface 
or aerial photography on heights at 300-500 m. Count of the field downward, for example, on results a 
satellite magnetic survey, inapplicable by virtue of ambiguousness of the got results. 

As AMFE is the field’s potential, conformable to equalization of Laplace [3], then at the increase 
of altitude (as far as a remoteness from the source of the field) its intensity must diminish, and its 
structure – smoothed out (that the field must become more LF, radius of correlation – increased). Takes 
place that is why at remoteness from sources the field of shallow sources goes out slowly, quicker than 
the fields of large sources, and, in addition, there is imposition of the fields of separate sources.     

In [1] it is proved that intercommunication between statistical descriptions of AMFE on Earth 
surface and at altitude H determined by relationship: 

HH ffff σρσρ =
00

, (13) 

where 
Hff σσ ,

0
– fields mean square value on Earth surface and of  altitude H; 

Hff ρρ ,
0

 – radius of correlation on Earth surface and of  altitude H.  

 
In the same work the following basic asymptotic dependences are got for statistical descriptions of 

the field on different altitudes: 
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In these expressions A is a coefficient of proportion, for the cross-correlation function of kind (2) 
at M = 1 equal: 

α
σ
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For every concrete region of value 
0f

σ , and α , and A, have the concrete values. Value of 

coefficient A it is possible to define on the basis of height (by air, balloon, satellite) survey, it hesitates 
from 20 nTl•km (in regions with weak anomalousness) to 500 nTl•km (in regions with strong 
anomalousness). 

 
3. An Analysis of the Anomalous Magnetic Field Is in High Latitudes  
 
3.1. General information about the sources of the anomalous magnetic field 

The sources of AMFE on continents are granite and basaltic layers.  
In an ocean crust a granite layer absents, therefore the source of AMFE is only a skin basaltic 

layer.  
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AMFE structure determined by both the geometrical sizes of separate conglomerates of the earth's 
crust (in, extent, depth of bedding thick) and by their mutual location, and magnetic properties of these 
conglomerates (remaining and inductive magnetized).). Both indicated factors are closely related to age of 
materials. Continental material is more ancient than material of ocean’s bottom. 

Magnetic layers are dissociated from a terrene (or bottom of ocean) by the layer of silt ages, which 
is named as sinking cover. The thickness of sinking cover influences the most direct appearance on 
intensity and radius of correlation of the field, looking like surface. What more powerful cover, that, less 
than intensity and anymore radius of correlation of the looking like field (other things being equal). Thus, 
the increase of sinking cover is equivalence to the increase to the altitude of supervision (see (14; 15)). On 
continents the thickness of sinking cover hesitates from hundreds of meters to units of kilometres; power 
of sinking cover of ocean bottom substantially less then.  

 
3.2. Anomalous magnetic field of continental part of Eurasia  

On continental part of Eurasia on geographical latitudes higher 60° n.l. in accordance with [3; 5] it 
is possible to select the following regions, differentiating on a tectonic and geomorphologic structure 
(Figure 1): 

I – East European platform (λ= 30 – 60° east longitude (e.l.)); 
II  - Western Siberian platform λ (= 60 – 90° e.l.); 
III – Middle Siberian tableland and North Siberian lowland (λ = 90 – 110° e.l.); 
IV – Yakutiya (λ = 110 – 160° e.l.).   
In this classification the borders on longitude are an orientation and entered for comfort of 

districting. 
Because of different geological structure of these regions AMFE above them has a different 

structure. On the basis of statistical material, resulted in [8], will estimate basic parameters AMFE –

00
, ff ρσ , and also in accordance with (12) a parameter  fΔσ . At presence of information about a 

height magnetic survey will conduct also the estimation of parameter A on a formula (14).  
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Fig. 1. Map of the North hemisphere 
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East European platform (I). The basic feature of this region consists in that power of sinking cover 
is insignificant, and in some areas, for example, on the Baltic shield, crystalline materials outcrop in 
general. It is possible additionally to select three characteristic regions. 

I-1 – central and north western, area of enhancive anomaly (
0f

σ = 360 nTl,  
0f

ρ = 18 km, 
0fΔ

σ  

= 24 nTl/km); 
I-2 – north east (

0f
σ = 180 nTl,  

0f
ρ = 20 km, 

0fΔ
σ  = 11 nTl/km);  

I-3 – south east (
0f

σ  = 150 nTl,  
0f

ρ = 30 km,  
0fΔ

σ = 6 nTl/km). 

From data of satellite magnetic survey of the USA, in a district I-1 on altitude of H = 329 km 
observed anomaly with a maximum in 16 nTl, that allows to estimate the value of parameter A in 1400 
nTl⋅km, that at least in three times more than on the average on continental part of Russia. 

Western Siberian plate (II). In this region the thickness of sinking cover is increased to north-east 
(to Laptev Sea) of a 0,5 km a to 3 – 5 km On 60 – 65° northern latitudes (district II-1)  

0f
σ = 170 nTl,  

0f
ρ = 17 km,  

0fΔ
σ = 12 nTl/km). The field is strongly smoothed out the north (district II-2),  

0f
σ = 30 

nTl,  
0f

ρ = 60 km,  
0fΔ

σ = 0,6 nTl/km. 

Between the Western Siberian plate and East European platform there is an area of enhancive 
anomalousness (Ural plicate area), where   

0f
σ = 200 nTl,  

0f
ρ = 21,5 km,  

0fΔ
σ = 11,2 nTl/km. From 

data of satellite magnetic survey of the USA, in this area there is an anomaly with amplitude to 12 nTl (on 
altitude of a 329 km), that allows to estimate A in 1100 nTl⋅km, that at least twice more than on the 
average on rest of north region of Russia. 

Middle Siberian tableland and North Siberian lowland (III). The thickness of sinking cover is 
increased to north from 0,5 km  to 3 – 5 km at the Laptev sea. On latitude 60 – 68° (district III-1)  

0f
σ = 

200 nTl, 
0f

ρ  = 20,5 km,  
0fΔ

σ = 11,7 nTl/km On latitude near 72°, at a coast (district III-2)  
0f

σ  = 128 

nTl, 
0f

ρ  = 34 km,  
0fΔ

σ = 4,5 nTl/km. 

Yakutiya (IV). Information on Yakutiya is enough contradictory. In one sources specified, that in 
many places crystalline materials outcrop (a cover practically absents, and values  

0f
ρ  make hundreds of 

meters [8]). In other – values   are specified by equal a 
0f

ρ 5 – 15 km [5]. Probably it is related to the 

different step of survey (and it is determined by the aims of research), and at a big step it is impossible to 
select the high-frequency structure of the field. Will we accept a less optimistic estimation, let to the 
latitude 68°  

0f
σ = 224 nTl,  

0f
ρ = 5 km,  

0fΔ
σ = 18 nTl/km (district IV-1), and at the Laptev sea and 

East Siberian sea = 100 nTl, 
0f

σ  = 20 km, 
0fΔ

σ  = 8 nTl/km (district IV-2). 

 
3.3. Anomalous magnetic field of aquatorium of Seas and Arctic Ocean 

AMFE of seas and oceans substantially differ from continental that is conditioned above all things 
by the structure of sea bottom. Conception of mobilism (or plate tectonics) is presently accepted, in 
obedience to which the bottom of ocean is continuously moved apart in sides from ocean ridges, as in 
central parts eruptions of materials are embedded [3]. As a result of this motion (it makes ten of 
millimetres in a year) in the districts of ridges there are linear anomalies, almost parallel to the horizontal 
axes of ridges, and so obviously expressed, that the numbers are appropriated them. Athwart to these 
anomalies (and their extent arrives at thousand kilometres) numerous anomalies are located substantially 
to the less extent, so that on the whole AMFE picture in the districts of submarine ridges looks as some 
stretched reticulated structure, nevertheless in space having random character.  

On ocean aquatorium usually distinguish the following characteristic areas (as far as delete from a 
bank): mainland shelf; mainland slope; mainland foot; actually ocean bottom (bed of bottom); ocean 
ridges. 

A mainland shelf is the equalized part of submarine outskirts of mainland, joining to dry land and 
characterized by a general with it geological structure; the width of shelf at north extremity of the 
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Eurasian continent much more, what in other oceans. So, in Barents Sea it is maximal 1300 km and takes 
New Land, Franz Josef Land and Shpicbergen. 

In the Kara Sea the width of shelf is less than 500 km. On the whole border of shelf on longitudes 
30 – 150° e.l. does extend to the latitude 80°. On a Figure 1 border of shelf is marked the winding dotted 
line, and shelfy areas has a number V. 

The depth of seas in a shelfy area is hundreds of meters (100 – 200 m at mainland’s banks and at 
islands, to 500 m in central part of seas). 

The Arctic Ocean relatively is not deep – on the average depths is approx. 1-2 km. Most depths are 
observed in Hollow of Nansen (5 km), in the Hollow of Amundsen and Canadian Hollow (4 km). The 
thickness of sinking cover is approx. 1,5-2,5 km mainly. 

Three submarine ridges are located in the Arctic Ocean – Gakkelya, Lomonosova and 
Mendeleyeva (see on Figure 1). 

Does the Ridge of Lomonosov pass almost on a north geographical pole on a meridian 140° e.l. 
(from the Novosibirsk Islands to the pole) and further – on a meridian 60° western longitude. The ridges 
of Gakkel and Mendeleyev are located almost parallel to the ridge of Lomonosov in the distance on the 
average a 400 km. 

The width of ridges is average 250 km, their relative height – up to 3 km. A depth of ocean above 
the Ridge of Gakkel is about 400 m, above the Ridge of Lomonosov are about 950 m. 

Reliable information about AMFE distributing on a shelf, above ridges and hollows is missing. 
However AMFE it is possible all the same to estimate, coming from the following consideration. 
Magnetic properties of basalts are in all oceans, including in Arctic Ocean, approximately identical [8]. 
At the same time statistical descriptions AMFE in Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Oceans are known [9; 10]. 
It is possible to suppose, what in the Arctic Ocean these descriptions are analogical. However necessary it 
is to insert amendment on depths these Oceans. 

Then on foundation [8] will get above ridges  
0f

σ = 200 – 300 nTl,  
0f

ρ = 5 – 8 km, 
0fΔ

σ  = 40 – 

70 nTl/km, above hollows 
0f

σ  = 120 nTl,  
0f

ρ = 15 – 30 km, 
0fΔ

σ  = 4 – 7 nTl/km, above a shelf  

0f
σ = 100 nTl,  

0f
ρ = 15 – 30 km, 

0fΔ
σ  = 4 – 8 nTl/km. 

A transition from a shelf to the bed (on a mainland slope) is characterized by the increase of the 
field intensity to 

0f
σ  = 170 ntl [10]. There is the most intensive field on islands [10]. So, above New 

Land on altitude of H = 329 km is observed anomaly by amplitude to 8 nTl, what a value corresponds A = 
850 nTl⋅km. On the same is the USA satellite information above the Ridge of Mendeleyev there is a 
powerful magnetic anomaly with amplitude to 34 nTl, and above the Ridge of Gakkel – to 18 nTl. 

Central part of the Arctic Ocean is divided the Ridge of Lomonosov in two parts, differentiating on 
a structure and magnetic properties of the earth's crust [5]. Eurasian part has a crust, near to ocean, with 
the following parameters of AMFE:  

0f
σ = 187 nTl,  

0f
ρ = 12 km,  

0fΔ
σ = 19 nTl/km. From the side of 

continents both indicated parts are limited by a shelf. 
Thus, on the aquatorium of seas and in the Arctic Ocean it is possible to select next areas, 

differentiating on statistical descriptions AMFE (see on Figure 1). 
V – area of shelf, from south limited by a waterside line, from north – by a line, parallel 

approximately 80° n.l., and plugging in itself Barents Sea, Kara Sea, Laptev Sea, East Siberian Sea, 
islands Shpicbergen, Land of Franz Josef, North Land and other. 

VI – Eurasian part of the Arctic Ocean – from a parallel 82° to the Ridge of Lomonosov, in the 
range of longitudes λ = 20-140° e.l. The hollows of Nansen and Amundsen, Gidge of Gakke, are selected 
in it. 

VII – American (or American-Asiatic) part of the Arctic Ocean – from the Ridge of Lomonosov to 
the shelf of Canada and Alaska. The Canadian hollow and Ridge of Mendeleyev is selected in it. 

 Summary information about AMFE descriptions on zero altitude in continental part of Eurasia 
(higher than north latitude 60°) and Arctic Ocean resulted in Table 1. 

In Table 2 AMFE statistical descriptions are resulted  on altitudes 5, 10, 15, 20 and a 25 km, 
expected on formulas (14)-(16). In brackets the hypothetical values of parameter A are indicated, 
requiring specified. Accordingly it is required the clarification value 

Hfσ  and 
HfΔσ , expected on these 

reference values A. 
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Table 1. AMFE description on at zero altitude  

Region 0f
σ

, nTl
 

0f
ρ

, km
 

0fΔ
σ

, nTl/km
 

I-1 360 18 24 
I-2 180 20 11 I 
I-3 150 30 6 
II-1 170 17 12 II 
II-2 30 60 0,6 

Ural plicate area  200 21 11 
III-1 200 21 12 III 
III-2 128 34 5 
IV-1 224 5 18 IV 
IV-2 100 20 8 

Shelf 100 15 – 30 4 – 8  V 
Islands 300 - (20) 
On the average  187 12 19 
Ridges 200 – 300  5 – 8 40 – 70  

VI 
 

Hollows 120 15 – 30  4 – 7  
VII on the average 284 22 15 

Table 2. AMFE Descriptions on different altitudes 

Hfσ
 , nTl

 fHΔσ , nTl/km
 

Н, км Н, км 
Region 

А 
nTl⋅кm 

5 10 15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25 
I-1 450 104 52 35 26 21 18 4,5 2 1,1 0,72 
I-2 (200) 46 23 15 12 9 8 2 0,9 0,5 0,32 I 
I-3 (100) 23 12 8 6 5 4 1 0,4 0,25 0,16 
II-1 (200) 46 23 15 12 9 8 2 0,9 0,5 0,32 II 
II-2 (10) 3 1 0,7 0,6 0,5 0,4 0,1 0,04 0,03 0,02 

Ural plicate area 250 58 23 19 14 12 10 2,5 1,11 0,63 0,4 
III-1 (200) 46 23 15 12 9 8 2 0,9 0,5 0,32 III 
III-2 (120) 28 14 9 7 6 4,8 1,2 0,5 0,3 0,19 
IV-1 (300) 69 34 23 17 14 8 2 0,9 0,5 0,32 IV 
IV-2 (200) 46 23 15 12 9 4 1 0,45 0,25 0,16 
Shelf (100) 23 12 8 6 5 4 1 0,45 0,25 0,16 V 
Islands 280 64 32 21 16 13 11 2.8 1,74 0,7 0,45 
On the average (200) 46 23 15 12 9 8 2 0,9 0,5 0,32 
Ridges 570 131 66 44 33 26 23 5,7 2,53 1,43 0,91 VI 
Hollows (150) 35 17 12 7 6 6 1,5 0,7 0,38 0,24 

VII On the average (300) 69 35 23 17 14 12 3 1,3 0,75 0,48 
 

Conclusions  
 
The research has been made on the basis of large statistical material AMFE in high geographical 

latitudes. 
Depending on an altitude the following statistical descriptions are expected: fields mean square 

value; fields radius of correlation, field’s gradients. The obtained results will allow in the future 
investigations to estimate possibility of application CES in high geographical latitudes.  

For the estimation of attainable exactness of determination of co-ordinates it is necessary in future 
to analyse AMFE measuring errors aboard an aircraft.  
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